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Bidirectional switched mode AC-DC converter and method for operating a bidirectional switched mode AC-DC converter

The present disclosure relates to an improved switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter comprising an AC side circuit, a DC side circuit and two coupling circuits arranged between the AC side circuit and DC side circuit. The disclosure further relates to a method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter.

Background of invention

Switched mode circuits are widely used in a range of applications, notably for power supply purposes. Like other power supplies, a switched mode power supply transfers power from a DC (direct current) or AC (alternating current) source (often mains power) to a DC load. Generally, voltages within a bidirectional switched mode power supply system are generated by performing a DC-DC, DC-AC, or AC-DC conversion by operating a switch coupled to ideally lossless storage elements, such as inductors and capacitors. These systems can generally be considered to represent an efficient way of doing power conversions since the conversion is performed by controlled charging and discharging of relatively low-loss components.

It is, in general, desirable to address the efficiency of switched mode circuits, such as switched mode power supply circuits. High efficiency has always been a goal of power electronics, and efficiency goals for AC-DC converters continue to rise. Typical causes of power loss in a switched mode power supplies include switching losses, resistive losses in passive components and losses in the magnetic components.

Power factor of an AC electrical power system refers to the ratio of the real power flowing to the load to the apparent power in the circuit. More specifically, in AC-DC switched mode converters, a non-sinusoidal waveform is drawn, resulting in a phase angle between input current and voltage, as well as distortion. When the current waveform does not follow the voltage waveform, it results in power losses. Active power factor correction (PFC) is the use of power electronics to change the waveform of current drawn by a load to improve the power factor. Some types of the active power factor correctors are buck, boost, and buck-boost. Active power factor correction can be single-stage or multi-stage.
A conventional PFC rectifier, as shown in fig. 1, consists of a bridge rectifier on the AC side in which two of the diodes that conduct current cause a voltage drop and power loss which in turn drops the efficiency. It would be beneficial to improve the efficiency and the functionality of the conventional AC-DC switched mode converter.

5 Summary of invention

The present disclosure relates to a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter comprising:

- an AC side circuit having a first AC connection (aca+) and a second AC connection (aca-) defining an AC side port, wherein the first and second AC connection define an AC voltage $V_{ac}$ and an AC current $I_{ac}$ for the converter; a third AC connection (acb+) and a fourth AC connection (acb-) defining an internal AC coupling interface; and at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel, the at least two AC power switch pairs arranged between the AC side port and the internal AC coupling interface;

- a DC side circuit having a first DC connection (dcb+) and a second DC connection (deb-) defining a DC side port; a parallel DC side output capacitor (CDC); and a third DC connection (dca+) and a fourth DC connection (dca-) defining an internal DC coupling interface;

- a first coupling circuit between the AC side circuit and the DC side circuit, connected to the third AC connection (acb+) and the third DC connection (dca+);

- a second coupling circuit between the AC side circuit and the DC side circuit, connected to the fourth AC connection (acb-) and the third DC connection (dca+);

wherein said first and second coupling circuits comprise at least one further power switch pair comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel, and a control circuit configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in four different operation modes corresponding to combinations of polarity of the AC voltage $V_{ac}$ and the AC current $I_{ac}$ by enabling only one of the first and second coupling circuits in each operation mode, the control circuit further configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and a power factor correction mode. In the power factor correction mode, which may be enabled when power flows from the AC side port to the DC side port, the control circuit may be configured to shape the AC input current $I_{ac}$ according to the AC input voltage $V_{ac}$. 
Thus, the bidirectional AC-DC converter may operate as a PFC rectifier when power flows from the AC side to the DC side, and may operate as an inverter when power flows from the DC side to the AC side. The control circuit may be configured to determine the power flow and which of the four quadrants of voltage and current characteristics that the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter shall operate in and control the coupling circuits and other components accordingly.

Fig. 1 shows a conventional PFC rectifier. As can be seen there are always two of the diodes in Dree that conducts current and causes voltage drop and power loss - thus an efficiency drop. The rectifier is capable of operating in only two quadrants, in which the current $I_a$ and voltages $V_{ac}$ are of the same polarity. The presently disclosed bidirectional AC-DC converter with power factor correction is capable of operating in all four quadrants of voltage and current characteristics and is able to do so without the additional voltage drop due to the diodes Dree, which increases efficiency of the converter. With the addition of separate positive and negative coupling circuits between the AC side circuit and the DC side circuit, it is thus possible to have a four quadrant operation with minimum potential drop. The provision of the two coupling circuits, plus and minus, operating alternatingly in accordance with the polarity of the AC input voltage to transfer energy to, or from, the DC side circuit allows true four quadrant power transfer. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter.

The presently disclosed bidirectional AC-DC converter may provide galvanic isolation between the AC side circuit and DC side circuit. Moreover, by the implementation using at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel and the arrangement of the mutually exclusive coupling circuits, only one switch may be active in performing the control of the switch-mode operation in each operation mode.

The coupling circuits may each comprise a coupling capacitor connected serially between a coupling switch power switch pair and the AC side circuit. In one embodiment the bidirectional AC-DC converter is configured such that the voltage on the coupling capacitor is maintained at a constant level during operation.

The present disclosure further relates to a method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, the converter comprising an AC side port having a first
AC connection (aca+) and a second AC connection (aca-), the first and second AC connection defining an AC voltage $V_{ac}$ and an AC current $I_{ac}$; a DC side port having a first DC connection (dcb+) and a second DC connection (deb-); a first and a second coupling circuit (CC+, CC-) arranged between the AC side port and the DC side port; at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode (Dac2+, Dac2-) and an active switch (Sac2+, Sac2-) arranged in parallel, the at least two AC power switch pairs arranged between the AC side port and the first and second coupling circuits (CC+, CC-), said method comprising the steps of:

- in a first operation mode, wherein $V_{ac}>0$ and $I_{ac}>0$: enabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), disabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a first of the power switch pairs with the first coupling circuit (CC+) as a switched-mode AC-DC converter with a power flow from the AC side port to the DC side port;

- in a second operation mode, wherein $V_{ac}>0$ and $I_{ac}<0$: enabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), disabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using the first power switch pair with the first coupling circuit (CC+) as a switched-mode DC-AC converter with a power flow from the DC side port to the AC side port;

- in a third operation mode, wherein $V_{ac}<0$ and $I_{ac}<0$: disabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), enabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a second of the power switch pairs with the second coupling circuit (CC-) as a switched-mode AC-DC converter with a power flow from the AC side port to the DC side port;

- in a fourth operation mode, wherein $V_{ac}<0$ and $I_{ac}>0$: disabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), enabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a second power switch pair with the second coupling circuit (CC-) as a switched-mode DC-AC converter with a power flow from the DC side port to the AC side port.

Preferably, the method further comprises the step of operating the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and in a power factor correction mode.

‘Arranged between’, whether it refers to AC power switch pairs, coupling circuits or other components, shall be given the meaning that a component/block is arranged somewhere between two nodes or other components, not necessarily alone but optionally also in combination with additional components.
Description of drawings

Fig. 1 shows a prior art converter.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter.

Fig. 3A-B show the two AC voltage polarity modes of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter.

Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter.

Fig. 5A-D show four operation modes of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter.

Fig. 6A-B show two different embodiments of the AC side circuit.

Fig. 7 shows an embodiment of the DC side circuit.

Fig. 8 shows an embodiment of one of the coupling circuits.

Detailed description of the invention

The present disclosure relates to a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter comprising: an AC side circuit; a DC side circuit; first and second coupling circuits between the AC side circuit and DC side circuit. More specifically, the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter may be a non-resonant switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, which may also incorporate power factor correction capabilities.

The AC side circuit comprises a first AC connection (aca+) and a second AC connection (aca-) defining an AC side port, wherein the first and second AC connection define an AC voltage $V_{ac}$ and an AC current $I_{ac}$ for the converter; a third AC connection (acb+) and a fourth AC connection (acb-) defining an internal AC coupling interface.

Preferably the AC side circuit comprises at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel, wherein the at least two AC power switch pairs are arranged between the AC side port and the internal AC coupling interface. The active switches may be MOSFETs.

The DC side comprises a first DC connection (dcb+) and a second DC connection (deb-) defining a DC side port, and a third DC connection (dca+) and a fourth DC connection (dca-) defining an internal DC coupling interface. Preferably the DC side circuit comprises a parallel DC side output capacitor (CDC).
The first coupling circuit may be connected to the third AC connection (acb+) and the third DC connection (dca+). The second coupling circuit may be connected to the fourth AC connection (acb-) and the third DC connection (dca+). In one embodiment the first and second coupling circuits comprise at least one further power switch pair comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel, as shown in fig. 8, showing an embodiment of a coupling circuits. The first and second coupling circuits operate in mutually exclusive configuration, wherein no current or power flows in the coupling circuit which is not enabled. A control circuit may be operable to control the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter to manage the two mutually exclusive configurations based on the AC voltage $V_{ac}$ and an AC current $I_{ac}$. Preferably, the control circuit is configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in four different operation modes corresponding to combinations of polarity of the AC voltage $V_{ac}$ and the AC current $I_{ac}$ by enabling only one of the first and second coupling circuits. Preferably, the control circuit is further configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and a power factor correction mode. In the power factor correction mode the control circuit is preferably configured to shape the AC input current $I_{ac}$ according to the AC input voltage $V_{ac}$. Moreover, the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter may be arranged such that galvanic isolation between the AC side circuit and the DC side is obtained.

**AC reference**

In order for the presently disclosed bidirectional AC-DC converter to function as described in the present disclosure, the arrangement may require an AC reference connection from the AC side circuit to the DC side circuit. The AC reference (acref) from the AC side circuit may be connected to the second DC connection (dca-) of the DC side circuit. The AC reference may be connected to ground as well as connected to a fifth AC connection (acref) of the AC side circuit. The AC reference may provide a reference voltage from a common coupling point node in the AC side circuit defined by a node connected to both the third AC connection (acb+) and a fourth AC connection (acb-) (internal AC coupling interfaces) via inductors (Lac+, Lac-). The AC reference may be connected to the second DC connection (deb-) of the DC side port or the fourth DC connection (dca-, which may in practice be the same node as the second DC connection (deb-)) and may serve as reference for both the path through the first and second coupling circuits in respective configurations. As can be seen in the example of fig. 4, the common coupling point node for the AC reference (acref node in fig. 4) in the AC side circuit may be a node between the first and second AC inductors (Lac+, Lac-).
AC side circuit - functionality, configurations, topology

The AC side circuit may function both as an input and output. In a switched mode DC-DC converter, if diodes are replaced by MOSFETs and MOSFETSs are replaced by diodes, reverse mode of the converter is achieved. Going from DC-DC converter to DC-AC or AC-DC converters/inverters can be achieved by replacing diodes by MOSFET's. In the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, the AC side circuit may comprise a first pair (Sac2+, Dac2+) of AC power switch pairs comprising a first diode (Dac2+) and a first switch (Sac2+) and a second pair (Sac2-, Dac2-) of AC power switch pairs comprising a second diode (Dac2-) and a second switch (Sac2-). This embodiment is shown in fig. 4. The first pair (Sac2+, Dac2+) of AC power switch pairs may further comprise a serially coupled first AC inductor (Lac+). The second pair (Sac2-, Dac2-) of AC power switch pairs may accordingly further comprise a serially coupled second AC inductor (Lac-). The internal AC connections (acb+, acb-) towards the coupling circuits may correspond to nodes connected to the first and second pairs of the at least two AC power switch pairs.

One advantage of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter is that it may be configured such that there is only one operating switching element and only one diode voltage drop at a time, wherein the bidirectional AC-DC converter is operable in four quadrants. In one embodiment the control circuit is therefore further configured to control the switches of the at least two AC power switches such that a first switch of the at least two AC power switch pairs is short-circuited and a second switch of the at least two AC power switch pairs performs a switching process in an AC to DC power flow configuration. Similarly, in another mode, the control circuit may be configured to control the switches of the at least two AC power switches such that a first switch of the at least two AC power switch pairs is short-circuited and a second switch of the at least two AC power switch pairs is switched off in a DC to AC power flow configuration.

In one embodiment of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, the first pair (Sac2+, Dac2+) of AC power switch pairs is arranged between the first AC connection (aca+) and the third AC connection (acb+), and the second pair (Sac2-, Dac2-) of AC power switch pairs is arranged between the second AC connection (aca-) and the fourth AC connection (acb-), as shown in fig. 6A. In another embodiment of the AC side circuit, as shown in fig. 6B, the AC side circuit further comprises a third AC power switch pair comprising a third diode (Dr+) and a third
active switch (Sr+), and a fourth AC power switch pair comprising a fourth diode (Dr-)
and a fourth active switch (Sr-), wherein the third and fourth AC power switch pairs are
connected serially between the first AC connection (aca+) and the second AC
connection (aca-). Preferably, the connection between the third diode (Dr+) and the
fourth diode (Dr-) (or the connection between the third and fourth AC power switch
pairs) is connected to the AC reference (acref).

**DC side circuit**
The DC side circuit has an outer DC interface comprising a first DC connection (dcb+)
and a second DC connection (deb-) defining a DC side port, and an internal DC
coupling interface towards the coupling circuits, said interface comprising a third DC
connection (dca+) and a fourth DC connection (dca-). The DC side circuit preferably
comprises a parallel DC side output capacitor (CDC). In a preferred embodiment, the
first DC connection (dcb+) is connected to the third DC connection (dca+), and the
second DC connection (deb-) is connected to the fourth DC connection (dca-). The
parallel DC side output capacitor (CDC) may thereby be arranged parallel with respect
to both the DC side port and internal DC coupling interface.

**Coupling circuits implementation details**
As stated above the first and second coupling circuits each comprise at least one
power switch pair comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel.
Preferably these power switch pairs are arranged parallel in relation to the AC side port
and the DC side port.

More specifically the first coupling circuit may comprise a first coupling switch power
switch pair comprising a first coupling diode (Dc+) and a first coupling active switch
(Sc+) arranged in parallel, wherein a primary side of the first coupling switch power
switch pair is connected to the third AC connection (acb+) of the AC side circuit and to
the third DC connection (dca+) of the DC side circuit. The other end of the first coupling
switch power switch pair may be connected to the AC reference (acref) from the AC
side. The first coupling circuit may further comprise a first coupling capacitor connected
serially between the primary side of the first coupling switch power switch pair and the
third AC connection (acb+) of the AC side circuit. The first coupling circuit may further
comprise a first coupling inductor connected serially between the primary side of the
first coupling switch power switch pair and the third DC connection (dca+) of the DC
side circuit. The first coupling circuit may have a first CC connection (cca) and a
second CC connection (ccb), as shown in for example fig. 8. The first coupling may further comprise a reference CC connection (ccref), which may be connected to AC reference (acref) from the AC side circuit.

The second coupling circuit preferably has the same topology as the first coupling circuit. Consequently it may comprise a second coupling switch power switch pair comprising a second coupling diode (Dc-) and a second coupling active switch (Sc-) arranged in parallel, wherein a primary side of the second coupling switch power switch pair is connected to the fourth AC connection (acb-) of the AC side circuit and to the third DC connection (dca+) of the DC side circuit. As for the first coupling circuit, the second coupling circuit may further comprise a second coupling capacitor connected serially between the primary side of the second coupling switch power switch pair and the fourth AC connection (acb-) of the AC side circuit, and a second coupling inductor connected serially between the primary side of the second coupling switch power switch pair and the third DC connection (dca+) of the DC side circuit. The second coupling circuit may have a first CC connection (cca) and a second CC connection (ccb), as shown in for example fig. 8. The second coupling may further comprise a reference CC connection (ccref), which may be connected to AC reference (acref) from the AC side circuit.

Modes of operation
The control circuit of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter is configured to operate the converter in four different operation modes corresponding to combinations of polarity of the AC voltage \( V_{ac} \) and the AC current \( I_{ac} \) by enabling only one of the first and second coupling circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quadrant</th>
<th>( V_{ac} )</th>
<th>( I_{ac} )</th>
<th>( \text{Sr}^+ )</th>
<th>( \text{Sr}^- )</th>
<th>( \text{Sac}2^+ )</th>
<th>( \text{Sac}2^- )</th>
<th>( \text{Sc}^+ )</th>
<th>( \text{Sc}^- )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>sw</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(sync.rec.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&lt;0</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>sw</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(sync.rec)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;0</td>
<td>&lt;0</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>sw</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(sync.rec)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>sw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(sync.rec)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1

Table 1 shows an example of the four operation modes for an embodiment of the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter. The Sr+ and Sr- columns may be omitted for the AC side embodiment of Fig. 6A. “sw” refers to the switch performing the switch mode operation of the circuit. “sync.rec.” refers to that, alternatively, the switch can perform a synchronous rectification operation. Synchronous rectification in this context refers to the use of an actively controlled switch, such as a MOSFET, for obtaining a rectification. In addition to the four quadrant operation, the control circuit may be configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and in a power factor correction mode. The power factor correction mode may be enabled when the power flows from the AC side to the DC, i.e. corresponding to quadrants 1 and 3 of Table 1.

With reference to an embodiment corresponding to Fig. 4, or equivalent, the operation modes can be described as follows:

1. The control circuit may be configured to, in a first operation mode, wherein $V_{ac} > 0$ and $i_{ac} > 0$, enable the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair; control the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair in a switch mode operation; disable the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit, alternatively using the first coupling active switch (Sc+) to perform a synchronous rectification operation; disable the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit.

2. The control circuit may be configured to, in a second operation mode, wherein $V_{ac} > 0$ and $i_{ac} < 0$, enable the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair; disable the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair, alternatively using the first switch (Sac2+) to perform a synchronous rectification operation; control the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit in a switch mode operation; disable the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit.

3. The control circuit may be configured to, in a third operation mode, wherein $V_{ac} < 0$ and $i_{ac} < 0$, enable the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair; control the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair in a switch mode operation; disable the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit; disable the
second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit, alternatively using the second coupling active switch (Sc-) to perform a synchronous rectification operation.

4. The control circuit may be configured to, in a fourth operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac} < 0 \) and \( I_{ac} > 0 \), enable the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair; disable the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair, alternatively using the second switch (Sac2-) to perform a synchronous rectification operation; disable the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit; control the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit in a switch mode operation.

As shown in the table, in the embodiment further comprising a third AC power switch pair comprising and a fourth AC power switch pair, the third active switch (Sr+) may be disabled in the first and second operation mode, and enabled in the third and fourth operation mode. Correspondingly, the fourth active switch (Sr-) may be enabled in the first and second operation mode, and disabled in the third and fourth operation mode. As the third and fourth active switches (Sr+, Sr-) then only operate at the AC voltage frequency, which is typically much lower than the switch-mode frequency, losses in the third and fourth active switches (Sr+, Sr-) can be reduced by selecting larger dies with lower \( R_{DS(on)} \).

‘Power factor’ refers generally to the ratio of the real power flowing to the load to the apparent power in an AC electrical power system. In a switched mode power supply a boost converter may be inserted between the bridge rectifier and the input capacitors in order to maintain a constant DC output while drawing a current that is in phase as the AC voltage. In the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter the control circuit may be configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and a power factor correction mode. In the power factor correction mode, power factor correction circuitry may be used to shape the AC input current \( I_{ac} \) according to the AC input voltage \( V_{ac} \). Preferably, the power factor correction circuitry is configured to maintain the AC input voltage and the AC input current substantially in phase and proportional to each other.

The power factor correction may comprise integrated further support in the form of a voltage divider network for sensing the AC input voltage and/or circuitry for sensing the
AC input current. Moreover, the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter may comprise an active inrush current circuit.

*Method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter*

The present disclosure further relates to a method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter as described above, wherein the converter comprises an AC side port, first and second coupling circuits and a DC side port. The AC side port has a first AC connection (aca+) and a second AC connection (aca-), the first and second AC connection defining an AC voltage $V_{ac}$ and an AC current $i_{ac}$. The DC side port has a first DC connection (dcb+) and a second DC connection (deb-). The first and a second coupling circuit (CC+, CC-) are arranged between the AC side port and the DC side port. Preferably an AC side circuit comprises at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode (Dac2+, Dac2-) and an active switch (Sac2+, Sac2-) arranged in parallel, wherein the at least two AC power switch pairs arranged between the AC side port and the first and second coupling circuits (CC+, CC-).

In a first embodiment, the method comprises the steps of:

- in a first operation mode, wherein $V_{ac}>0$ and $i_{ac}>0$: enabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), disabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a first of the power switch pairs with the first coupling circuit (CC+) as a switched-mode AC-DC converter with a power flow from the AC side port to the DC side port;
- in a second operation mode, wherein $V_{ac}>0$ and $i_{ac}<0$: enabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), disabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using the first power switch pair with the first coupling circuit (CC+) as a switched-mode DC-AC converter with a power flow from the DC side port to the AC side port;
- in a third operation mode, wherein $V_{ac}<0$ and $i_{ac}<0$: disabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), enabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a second of the power switch pairs with the second coupling circuit (CC-) as a switched-mode AC-DC converter with a power flow from the AC side port to the DC side port;
- in a fourth operation mode, wherein $V_{ac}<0$ and $i_{ac}>0$: disabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), enabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a second power switch pair with the second coupling circuit (CC-) as a switched-mode DC-AC converter with a power flow from the DC side port to the AC side port.
The method may be performed on any version of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, and may comprise the step of providing such a converter.

As described above, the control circuit of the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter may be further configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and a power factor correction mode. Consequently, the method for operating the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter may comprise the step of operating the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and in a power factor correction mode. In the PFC mode, which may be used when power flows from the AC port to the DC port, PFC circuitry may be configured to perform the step of shaping the AC input current $I_{ac}$ according to the AC input voltage $V_{ac}$ in the power factor correction mode in the first and third operation modes.

**Detailed description of drawings**

The invention will in the following be described in greater detail with reference to a number of the accompanying drawings. The drawings are exemplary and are intended to illustrate some of the features of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, and are not to be construed as limiting to the presently disclosed invention.

Fig. 1 shows a prior art converter. There are always two diodes in Dree conduction current and causing voltage drop and power loss.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter comprising an AC side circuit, a DC side circuit, two coupling circuits and a control circuit.

Fig. 3A shows the disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, wherein the first coupling circuit is enabled/active and the second coupling circuit is disabled/inactive. This may be the case in operation modes 1 and 2. Fig. 3B shows the disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, wherein the second coupling circuit is enabled/active and the first coupling circuit is disabled/inactive. This may be the case in operation modes 3 and 4.
Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of the presently disclosed switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter. The AC side circuit comprises a first pair (Sac2+, Dac2+) of AC power switch pairs and a second pair (Sac2-, Dac2-) of AC power switch pairs. The AC side circuit of this example further comprises a serially coupled first AC inductor (Lac+) and a serially coupled second AC inductor (Lac-). The DC side circuit has an output capacitor (CDC) in parallel with the DC side port. The first coupling circuit (CC+) comprises a first coupling switch power switch pair comprising a first coupling diode (Dc+) and a first coupling active switch (Sc+). The first coupling circuit further comprises a first coupling capacitor and a first coupling inductor arranged serially between a first CC connection (cca) towards the AC side circuit and a second CC connection (ccb) towards the DC side circuit. The second coupling circuit (CC-) comprises a second coupling switch power switch pair comprising a second coupling diode (Dc-) and a second coupling active switch (Sc-). The second coupling circuit further comprises a second coupling capacitor and a second coupling inductor arranged serially between a first CC connection (cca) towards the AC side circuit and a second CC connection (ccb) towards the DC side circuit.

Fig. 5A-D show four operation modes of the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter. Fig. 5A shows the operation for Vac>0 and lac>0. The switch Sac2+ controls the switch-mode operation just like it would in a DC-DC converter with power flow from the AC side to the DC side. As Sac2- is on and Sc- is off the second coupling circuit is inactive. Fig. 5B shows the operation for Vac>0 and lac<0. The switch Sc+ controls the switch-mode operation just like it would in a DC-DC converter with power flow from the DC side to the AC side. As Sac2- is on and Sc- is off the second coupling circuit is inactive. Fig. 5C shows the operation for Vac<0 and lac<0. The switch Sac2- controls the switch-mode operation just like it would in a DC-DC converter with power flow from the AC side to the DC side. As Sac2+ is on and Sc+ is off the first coupling circuit is inactive. Fig. 5D shows the operation for Vac<0 and lac>0. The switch Sc- controls the switch-mode operation just like it would in a DC-DC converter with power flow from the DC side to the AC side. As Sac2+ is on and Sc+ is off the first coupling circuit is inactive.

Fig. 6A-B show two different embodiments of the AC side circuit. In fig. 6B there are additional third and fourth AC power switch pairs compared to fig. 6A.
Further details of the invention

1. A switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter comprising:
   - an AC side circuit having a first AC connection \((\text{aca}+)\) and a second AC connection \((\text{aca}-)\) defining an AC side port, wherein the first and second AC connection define an AC voltage \(V_{ac}\) and an AC current \(I_{ac}\) for the converter; a third AC connection \((\text{acb}+)\) and a fourth AC connection \((\text{acb}-)\) defining an internal AC coupling interface; and at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel, the at least two AC power switch pairs arranged between the AC side port and the internal AC coupling interface;
   - a DC side circuit having a first DC connection \((\text{dcb}+)\) and a second DC connection \((\text{deb}-)\) defining a DC side port; a parallel DC side output capacitor \((\text{CDC})\); and a third DC connection \((\text{dca}+)\) and a fourth DC connection \((\text{dca}-)\) defining an internal DC coupling interface;
   - a first coupling circuit between the AC side circuit and the DC side circuit, connected to the third AC connection \((\text{acb}+)\) and the third DC connection \((\text{dca}+)\);
   - a second coupling circuit between the AC side circuit and the DC side circuit, connected to the fourth AC connection \((\text{acb}-)\) and the third DC connection \((\text{dca}+)\);
   - a control circuit configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in four different operation modes corresponding to combinations of polarity of the AC voltage \(V_{ac}\) and the AC current \(I_{ac}\) by enabling only one of the first and second coupling circuits in each operation mode, the control circuit further configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and a power factor correction mode.

2. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the AC side circuit comprises a first pair \((\text{Sac2}+, \text{Dac2}+)\) of AC power switch pairs comprising a first diode \((\text{Dac2}+)\) and a first switch \((\text{Sac2}+)\) and a second pair \((\text{Sac2}-, \text{Dac2}-)\) of AC power switch pairs comprising a second diode \((\text{Dac2}-)\) and a second switch \((\text{Sac2}-)\).
3. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 2, wherein
the first pair (Sac2+, Dac2+) of AC power switch pairs further comprises a
serially coupled first AC inductor (Lac+) and the second pair (Sac2-, Dac2-) of
AC power switch pairs further comprises a serially coupled second AC inductor
(Lac-).

4. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 3, wherein
the third AC connection (acb+) correspond to a node between the first AC
inductor (Lac+) and the first pair, and wherein the fourth AC connection (acb-)
correspond to a node between the second AC inductor (Lac-) and the second
pair.

5. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the
preceding items, further comprising an AC reference (acref) from the AC side
circuit connected to the fourth DC connection (deb-) of the DC side circuit.

6. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 5, wherein
the AC side circuit comprises a fifth AC connection (acref).

7. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of items 5-
6, wherein the AC reference represents a reference voltage from a common
coupling point node in the AC side circuit defined by a connection between
nodes of the first and second AC inductors (Lac+, Lac-) beyond said AC
inductors (Lac+, Lac-) in relation to the two AC power switch pairs.

8. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the
preceding items, wherein the control circuit is further configured to control the
switches of the at least two AC power switches such that a first switch of the at
least two AC power switch pairs is short circuited and a second switch of the at
least two AC power switch pairs performs a switching process in an AC to DC
power flow configuration.

9. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the
preceding items, wherein the control circuit is further configured to control the
switches of the at least two AC power switches such that a first switch of the at
least two AC power switch pairs is short circuited and a second switch of the at
least two AC power switch pairs is switched off in a DC to AC power flow configuration.

10. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein only one of the two AC power switch pairs is short circuited in each operation mode.

11. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the first pair (Sac2+, Dac2+) of AC power switch pairs is arranged between the first AC connection (aca+) and the third AC connection (acb+), and wherein the second pair (Sac2-, Dac2-) of AC power switch pairs is arranged between the second AC connection (aca-) and the fourth AC connection (acb-).

12. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the AC side circuit further comprises a third AC power switch pair comprising a third diode (Dr+) and a third active switch (Sr+), and a fourth AC power switch pair comprising a fourth diode (Dr-) and a fourth active switch (Sr-), wherein the third and fourth AC power switch pairs are connected serially between the first AC connection (aca+) and the second AC connection (aca-).

13. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 11-12, wherein a connection between the third diode (Dr+) and the fourth diode (Dr-) is further connected to the AC reference (acref).

14. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 12, wherein a connection between the third AC power switch pair (Dr+, Sr+) and the fourth AC power switch pair (Dr-, Sr-) is further connected to the AC reference (acref).

15. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the first DC connection (dcb+) is connected to the third DC connection (dca+), and wherein the second DC connection (deb-) is connected to the fourth DC connection (dca-), and wherein the parallel DC side
output capacitor \((\text{CDC})\) is arranged parallel with respect to both the DC side port and internal DC coupling interface.

16. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the first coupling circuit comprises a first coupling switch power switch pair comprising a first coupling diode \((\text{Dc}+)\) and a first coupling active switch \((\text{Sc}+)\) arranged in parallel, wherein a primary side of the first coupling switch power switch pair is connected, optionally via a serially connected first coupling capacitor, to the third AC connection \((\text{acb}+)\) of the AC side circuit and, optionally via a serially connected first coupling inductor, to the third DC connection \((\text{dca}+)\) of the DC side circuit.

17. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 16, wherein the first coupling circuit further comprising a first coupling capacitor connected serially between the primary side of the first coupling switch power switch pair and the third AC connection \((\text{acb}+)\) of the AC side circuit, and a first coupling inductor connected serially between the primary side of the first coupling switch power switch pair and the third DC connection \((\text{dca}+)\) of the DC side circuit.

18. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the first coupling circuit has a first CC connection \((\text{cca})\) and a second CC connection \((\text{ccb})\).

19. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the first coupling circuit has a reference CC connection \((\text{ccref})\).

20. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the second coupling circuit comprises a second coupling switch power switch pair comprising a second coupling diode \((\text{Dc}-)\) and a second coupling active switch \((\text{Sc}-)\) arranged in parallel, wherein a primary side of the second coupling switch power switch pair is connected, optionally via a serially connected second coupling capacitor, to the fourth AC connection \((\text{acb}-)\) of the AC side circuit and, optionally via a serially connected
second coupling inductor, to the third DC connection (dca+) of the DC side circuit.

21. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 20, wherein the second coupling circuit further comprising a second coupling capacitor connected serially between the primary side of the second coupling switch power switch pair and the fourth AC connection (acb-) of the AC side circuit, and a second coupling inductor connected serially between the primary side of the second coupling switch power switch pair and the third DC connection (dca+) of the DC side circuit.

22. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the second coupling circuit has a first CC connection (cca) and a second CC connection (ccb).

23. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the second coupling circuit has a reference CC connection (ccref).

24. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the control circuit is configured to, in a first operation mode, wherein \( V_{\text{ac}} > 0 \) and \( I_{\text{ac}} > 0 \), enable the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair; control the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair in a switch mode operation; disable the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit; disable the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit.

25. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the control circuit is configured to, in a second operation mode, wherein \( V_{\text{ac}} > 0 \) and \( I_{\text{ac}} < 0 \), enable the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair; disable the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair; control the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit in a switch mode operation; disable the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit.
26. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the
preceding items, wherein the control circuit is configured to, in a third operation
mode, wherein \( V_{ac} < 0 \) and \( I_{ac} < 0 \), enable the first switch (\( Sac2^+ \)) of the first AC
power switch pair; control the second switch (\( Sac2^- \)) of the second AC power
switch pair in a switch mode operation; disable the first coupling active switch
(\( Sc^+ \)) of the first coupling circuit; disable the second coupling active switch (\( Sc^- \))
of the second coupling circuit.

27. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the
preceding items, wherein the control circuit is configured to, in a fourth
operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac} < 0 \) and \( I_{ac} > 0 \), enable the first switch (\( Sac2^- \)) of the
first AC power switch pair; disable the second switch (\( Sac2^+ \)) of the second AC
power switch pair; disable the first coupling active switch (\( Sc^+ \)) of the first
coupling circuit; control the second coupling active switch (\( Sc^- \)) of the second
coupling circuit in a switch mode operation.

28. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 12 and
items 24-27, wherein the third active switch (\( Sr^+ \)) is disabled in the first and
second operation mode, and wherein the third active switch (\( Sr^+ \)) is enabled in
the third and fourth operation mode.

29. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 12 and
items 24-27, or item 28, wherein the fourth active switch (\( Sr^- \)) is enabled in the
first and second operation mode, and wherein the fourth active switch (\( Sr^- \)) is
disabled in the third and fourth operation mode.

30. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the
preceding items, wherein the first and second coupling circuits operate in
mutually exclusive configuration, wherein no current or power flows in the
coupling circuit which is not enabled.

31. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the
preceding items, wherein the control circuit comprises power factor correction
circuitry configured to shape the AC input current \( I_{ac} \) according to the AC input
voltage \( V_{ac} \) in the power factor correction mode.
32. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 31, wherein the power factor correction circuitry comprises a voltage divider network for sensing the AC input voltage and/or circuitry for sensing the AC input current.

33. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of items 31-32, wherein the power factor correction circuitry is configured to maintain the AC input voltage and the AC input current substantially in phase.

34. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding items, wherein the AC side circuit and DC side circuit are galvanic isolated.

35. A method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, the converter comprising an AC side port having a first AC connection (aca+) and a second AC connection (aca-), the first and second AC connection defining an AC voltage \( V_{ac} \) and an AC current \( I_{ac} \); a DC side port having a first DC connection (dcb+) and a second DC connection (deb-); a first and a second coupling circuit (CC+, CC-) arranged between the AC side port and the DC side port; at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode (Dac2+, Dac2-) and an active switch (Sac2+, Sac2-) arranged in parallel, the at least two AC power switch pairs arranged between the AC side port and the first and second coupling circuits (CC+, CC-), said method comprising the steps of:

- in a first operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac}>0 \) and \( I_{ac}>0 \): enabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), disabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a first of the AC power switch pairs with the first coupling circuit (CC+) as a switched-mode AC-DC converter with a power flow from the AC side port to the DC side port;
- in a second operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac}>0 \) and \( I_{ac}<0 \): enabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), disabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using the first coupling switch pair with the first coupling circuit (CC+) as a switched-mode DC-AC converter with a power flow from the DC side port to the AC side port;
- in a third operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac}<0 \) and \( I_{ac}<0 \): disabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), enabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a second of the AC power switch pairs with the second coupling circuit (CC-) as a switched-
mode AC-DC converter with a power flow from the AC side port to the DC side port;
- in a fourth operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac} < 0 \) and \( I_{ac} > 0 \): disabling the first coupling circuit (CC+), enabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a second coupling switch pair with the second coupling circuit (CC-) as a switched-mode DC-AC converter with a power flow from the DC side port to the AC side port.

36. The method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to item 36, further comprising the step of operating the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and in a power factor correction mode.

37. The method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of items 35-36, comprising the step of shaping the AC input current \( I_{ac} \) according to the AC input voltage \( V_{ac} \) in the power factor correction mode in the first and third operation modes.

38. The method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of items 35-37, wherein the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter is a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of items 1-34.
Claims

1. A switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter comprising:
   - an AC side circuit having a first AC connection (aca+) and a second AC connection (aca-) defining an AC side port, wherein the first and second AC connection define an AC voltage \( V_{ac} \) and an AC current \( I_{ac} \) for the converter; a third AC connection (acb+) and a fourth AC connection (acb-) defining an internal AC coupling interface; and at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel, the at least two AC power switch pairs arranged between the AC side port and the internal AC coupling interface;
   - a DC side circuit having a first DC connection (dcb+) and a second DC connection (deb-) defining a DC side port; a parallel DC side output capacitor (CDC); and a third DC connection (dca+) and a fourth DC connection (dca-) defining an internal DC coupling interface;
   - a first coupling circuit between the AC side circuit and the DC side circuit, connected to the third AC connection (acb+) and the third DC connection (dca+);
   - a second coupling circuit between the AC side circuit and the DC side circuit, connected to the fourth AC connection (acb-) and the third DC connection (dca+);
   - wherein said first and second coupling circuits comprise at least one further power switch pair comprising a diode and an active switch arranged in parallel,
   - a control circuit configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in four different operation modes corresponding to combinations of polarity of the AC voltage \( V_{ac} \) and the AC current \( I_{ac} \) by enabling only one of the first and second coupling circuits in each operation mode, the control circuit further configured to operate the switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and a power factor correction mode.

2. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the AC side circuit comprises a first pair (Sac2+, Dac2+) of AC power switch pairs comprising a first diode (Dac2+) and a first switch (Sac2+) and a second pair (Sac2-, Dac2-) of AC power switch pairs comprising a second diode (Dac2-) and a second switch (Sac2-).
3. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising an AC reference (acref) from the AC side circuit connected to the fourth DC connection (deb-) of the DC side circuit.

4. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the control circuit is further configured to control the switches of the at least two AC power switches such that a first switch of the at least two AC power switch pairs is short circuited and a second switch of the at least two AC power switch pairs performs a switching process in an AC to DC power flow configuration.

5. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the control circuit is further configured to control the switches of the at least two AC power switches such that a first switch of the at least two AC power switch pairs is short circuited and a second switch of the at least two AC power switch pairs is switched off in a DC to AC power flow configuration.

6. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the first coupling circuit comprises a first coupling switch power switch pair comprising a first coupling diode (Dc+) and a first coupling active switch (Sc+) arranged in parallel, wherein a primary side of the first coupling switch power switch pair is connected, optionally via a serially connected first coupling capacitor, to the third AC connection (acb+) of the AC side circuit and, optionally via a serially connected first coupling inductor, to the third DC connection (dca+) of the DC side circuit, and or wherein the second coupling circuit comprises a second coupling switch power switch pair comprising a second coupling diode (Dc-) and a second coupling active switch (Sc-) arranged in parallel, wherein a primary side of the second coupling switch power switch pair is connected, optionally via a serially connected second coupling capacitor, to the fourth AC connection (acb-) of the AC side circuit and, optionally via a serially connected second coupling inductor, to the third DC connection (dca+) of the DC side circuit.

7. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the control circuit is configured to, in a first operation
mode, wherein \( V_{ac} > 0 \) and \( I_{ac} > 0 \), enable the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair; control the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair in a switch mode operation; disable the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit; disable the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit.

8. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the control circuit is configured to, in a second operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac} > 0 \) and \( I_{ac} < 0 \), enable the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair; disable the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair; control the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit in a switch mode operation; disable the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit.

9. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the control circuit is configured to, in a third operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac} < 0 \) and \( I_{ac} < 0 \), enable the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair; control the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair in a switch mode operation; disable the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit; disable the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit.

10. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the control circuit is configured to, in a fourth operation mode, wherein \( V_{ac} < 0 \) and \( I_{ac} > 0 \), enable the first switch (Sac2+) of the first AC power switch pair; disable the second switch (Sac2-) of the second AC power switch pair; disable the first coupling active switch (Sc+) of the first coupling circuit; control the second coupling active switch (Sc-) of the second coupling circuit in a switch mode operation.

11. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the AC side circuit further comprises a third AC power switch pair comprising a third diode (Dr+) and a third active switch (Sr+), and a fourth AC power switch pair comprising a fourth diode (Dr-) and a fourth active switch (Sr-), wherein the third and fourth AC power switch pairs are
connected serially between the first AC connection (aca+) and the second AC connection (aca-).

12. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to claim 11, wherein the third active switch (Sr+) is disabled in the first and second operation mode, and wherein the third active switch (Sr+) is enabled in the third and fourth operation mode, and wherein the fourth active switch (Sr-) is enabled in the first and second operation mode, and wherein the fourth active switch (Sr-) is disabled in the third and fourth operation mode.

13. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of claims 11-12, wherein a connection between the third diode (Dr+) and the fourth diode (Dr-) is further connected to the AC reference (acref).

14. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to claims 11-12, wherein a connection between the third AC power switch pair (Dr+, Sr+) and the fourth AC power switch pair (Dr-, Sr-) is further connected to the AC reference (acref).

15. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the first and second coupling circuits operate in mutually exclusive configuration, wherein no current or power flows in the coupling circuit which is not enabled.

16. The switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the control circuit comprises power factor correction circuitry configured to shape the AC input current $I_{ac}$ according to the AC input voltage $V_{ac}$ in the power factor correction mode.

17. A method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter, the converter comprising an AC side port having a first AC connection (aca+) and a second AC connection (aca-), the first and second AC connection defining an AC voltage $V_{ac}$ and an AC current $I_{ac}$; a DC side port having a first DC connection (dcb+) and a second DC connection (deb-); a first and a second coupling circuit (CC+, CC-) arranged between the AC side port and the DC side port; at least two AC power switch pairs comprising a diode (Dac2+, Dac2-) and
an active switch (Sac2+, Sac2-) arranged in parallel, the at least two AC power
switch pairs arranged between the AC side port and the first and second
coupling circuits (CC+, CC-), said method comprising the steps of:

- in a first operation mode, wherein Vac>0 and lac>0: enabling the first coupling
circuit (CC+), disabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a first of the
AC power switch pairs with the first coupling circuit (CC+) as a switched-mode
AC-DC converter with a power flow from the AC side port to the DC side port;

- in a second operation mode, wherein Vac>0 and lac<0: enabling the first
coupling circuit (CC+), disabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using
the first coupling switch pair with the first coupling circuit (CC+) as a switched-
mode DC-AC converter with a power flow from the DC side port to the AC side
port;

- in a third operation mode, wherein Vac<0 and lac<0: disabling the first coupling
circuit (CC+), enabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a second of
the AC power switch pairs with the second coupling circuit (CC-) as a switched-
mode AC-DC converter with a power flow from the AC side port to the DC side
port;

- in a fourth operation mode, wherein Vac<0 and lac>0: disabling the first
coupling circuit (CC+), enabling the second coupling circuit (CC-) and using a
second coupling switch pair with the second coupling circuit (CC-) as a
switched-mode DC-AC converter with a power flow from the DC side port to the
AC side port.

The method for operating a switched mode bidirectional AC-DC converter
according to claim 17, further comprising the step of operating the switched
mode bidirectional AC-DC converter in a normal mode and in a power factor
correction mode.
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